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One of the Commodore 69's intriguing features
is a high resolution graphics mode, which diides the screen into 64,000 dots, or pixels. By
fuming these pixels on and off, you mn create
Melt' detailed pictures and charts. But because
BASIC lacks special graphics commands, only
more advanced programmers could use this
mode-until now. This article is a breakthrough in that it shows bow Is add simple
graph]m commands to BASIC which anyone
can use.
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Modifying BASIC
Since there is Random doses, Memory (RAW

under the BASIC Read Only Memory (ROW, we

then
n71,1:4 at:!ZOU'n'eetSsI. icon RAM
by substituting four new commands, HUE. PLOT.
WIPE, and SCREEN. in placed four seldomused
commands, LET, WAR, CONT. and VERIFY.
Briefly, here's how the new commands were
added to BASIC, First, notice that the new
keywords are the same length as the keywIlrds
they replace. A new keyword has to be mapped
exactly into an old keyword, spot in the keyword
lookup table. NM, the pointers to the old BASIC
Although the high resolution graphics potential
routines are changed lo point to Me routines for
of the Commodore 6,1 is outman., accessing
the new keywords. Finally. Me error message
and plotting on the hi-resbilap(320.1,200-pixel routine is rmdified so Me computer switches to
resolution) is inefficient and cumbersome from
the normal character display it an error is cocoon.
BASIC.
toned during execution of a progmtn.
First. BASIC subroutines for calculating and
turning on a specific bit can be confusing and
A Nolo To Prosoommeni
intimidating...specially to novice programmers.
The graphing routines were developed with an
since the routines require PEEKS, POKES, ANN, eye on giving up as little of the BASIC program
and °Rs...cond. the routines are slow; many
memory as possible. Nola byte has been lost.
BASIC commands need to be interpreted and
This was accomplished by using the RAIN memory
xended to plot one point. Third, the bilmap has under the Kemal ROM Mr the bilmap. Bitmap
obe located in memory otherwise used by BASIC. plotting at this location tan only be done properly
The BASIC program space is limited since R is
using machine language routines. since the inter.
chopped up and some areas are unusable for
rupts have In he turned Wand the Kemal ROM
BASIC p,rams.
switched out to PEEK at the RANI memory. The
One soluhon to all of the above shortcomings video matro, used for the background and foreis to add some new commands to BASIC which
ground ador nybbles, is located at EC000 and the
drive Me high resolution graphics. This article
machine language graphing routines extend from
will describe a method for adding four commands. SC400 to SCSaS.
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The New Commands

The lour new commands, SCREEN, HUE. WIPE.
and PLO, are explained below.
• SCREEN wumber.
-Misstatement turnson and off the high resolution
bittnap. If the nu mberis1, theta., isdispbyed.
If t. number is, the normal character screen is
ddplayed. Any valued.. than I or0 will give
an ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR.
This statement determines the colors displayed
n the bitmap. The first number defines the fora

round color (color displayed for bits set to O.
gThe
second number defines the background colr.
Anumber 16 or greater will give an ILLEGAL
QUANTITY ERROR. The color codes are:

1.1.4 myle SOran.e 12Gray2
tLlnr con
xraea Gal.. Is Light Rea II Light 11,
• W1PE
Ilds statement causes a high-speed clear, We
bitma.AB the bits are set to wro and the %awn
is cleared.

Coordinates For PLOT

• 1,07 ■ number, member.
This statement sets a bit on the bilmap, causing
the corresponding pixel on the semen lo be displayed in the foregmund color. A coordinate sys.
wm with an origin (0. 0) at the lower-left comer is
used (see the figure). The first number is We hodeurdal position relative to the origin, and the sin
ond number, the verkal position relative to the
origin. l'he first number can haw values Imm 0 to
319, and the second number can have numbers
from° to PW. Numbers outside these ranges give
an ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR.

Loading in The New BASIC
The new BASIC is loaded into the Commodore 64
by entering and running Program I. When en.
tering the program, be accurate, since an inconect
number may cause ihe computer to crash (lowing
CVrt'
lle'rn'sg='
bn
el'
lime. A checkwun is included to warn if them is a
mistake somewhere in the DATA watements. It
will take the computer a minute or two to run the
program. To enable the new BASIC, enien

r0.1.511
Tile new BASIC ran be disabled by pressing
the RUNSIDU and RESTORE keys simultane.
ously or by entering:
VOKE1.55
When entering programs using the new
graphics commands, the new BASIC must he
enabled so the tokenizing routine will recognize
them. The commands they replaced will no longer
work unless Me new BASIC is disabled.
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Some Simple Programs
We arc now ready to enter and run a couple of
simple programs using the new BASIC. Firs, a

wtirttew.coMMOblorC.C8
simple sine wave. Lo.ld and run the new BASIC,
type NEW, switch on the new BASIC, and enter
Program 2.
Now type RUN and watery the sine wave
appear, wasn't that easy? Compare tipS pruRram
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gramming and speed of execution.
New, bow about a joystickdriven doodle
pad?. sure Program i5 saved. Then type NEN/
and enter Program J. Plug a joystick into port
two,

Only The Beginning
Progmms written with the new BASIC can be
boded and saved in the normal fasbiOn(but remember, we did away with VERIFY). My purpose
was to provide a useful rudimentary graphing
tool and to demonstrate the ease with which
BASIC Can be modified to include newcommands.
There are numerous extensions of both aspects
which could be implemented. Fur example, a
highspeed line drawing command, LINE; on a
new command similar...the ON-C.070 statement
but with the branding determinrcadol the joystick
SR

progmni listings on eggs I U. •
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Hi-Res Graphics:,
BEFORE ree.C...
11.99.1.1. in programs, please refer le 'II.
T9 Type
od
.8.....511.0 Typing la PR...
a..„9.0.1.5.e Program

400
410
420
430
440

4,176,219,16E, 0,133.251,169,224
DATA111,252,165, 20, 41,246, 24,101,
251,132.251.169, 21,101.252,123,752
DATA165, 2, 41, 7, 24,101,261,13325
DATA 7, 10.170.109.247.196, 24.101.
51.177.251.109.248,106.101,252.123
RATA252165. 20. 41, 2,170,00, 0,12
0.169. 52.123, 1,173.251. 29, 41
RA7,197.145.251,169, 54.133, I, 86,

Program 1.rurramoc
Br ll.
e RBY Res. HI-RES
460 DATA 15, 64. 16,128, 37,192, 18, 0,
10 6.09111. 1.01.136 CREEKS.
zzfi 3x5,
REM MOVE BASIC ROM eo RAM
FORI.E8661049161.0.1,366.119... "' 24, 44,
, 4,
REM cxmce La, .ue
60 .6.41150.4/15299.48,84.69,N,A.A. Program 2:Ashor1600.wore
10
SCREEN
1,
E.
TURN
60 REAOL....40868,1.0KE40980,119.1.1. ,. 4,
44, 444 44444
4„.ON
444BITMAP
30 HUE e,I ■ REM BLACK DOTS, VBITE scene
20 DATh 72. 85, 197, 75, 196
40 FOR911 .0 TO 319 STEP 4
00 9e4 cliARGE WAIT
RIOT
60 9.11.80.1 81.1.7
90 P. 1.
116.
04119T2o 9.56.
1.
01.
1,
16.
4 60 Rua N,T, psx RLOT Bonn
8986.1
10 6
.
14II,
1110 066164,11.0.41008.1.0.501009.115/94.04
44.
u,
Tilen 60, REM
FO
NH
R KEYETROXE
110 min 00, 76. 79, 212, 130 196
90 scREEN
a. mom.
120 :EM CHANGE CONT TO WIRE
110 OR184122.941220.6A.960.1,... Program :1:
140 READ65860K640124,0
.
6041633,696.94
„
4..4
20 4.154, 84,
150 DATA 67, 71, 50, 193, 53, 196
30 GOSUB 100, IF 1815 TIEN 30
160 REM CHANGE VV., TO SCREW
40
PLOT
170 FOR1.120.041286.READ181.661,147.99
4444441,1 Gyro
444, 30
4.. 44444444 4.
4.
180 REM
READ JOYETIcK
lee ese.,...eleleA,egnelels....
4444,
49 444 14, 444
1.1
120 IF 0 AAR 8190 TUN .75.19 Rem MOVE
190 DATA 83.67.82.69,69.266,11,196
IF 11 rem e)ee 411.1
REM move
1,061.20421.042044.6.N.ROK61,09.1. 130 44,
11.11.1
1. IF
11 AND 2/90 THEN .1-19 REN MOVE
220 DATA 76. 0. 196
0044

rg

:1
'
11:01.7670:111:?=::!20K11,11;A■Af '66
0. A.. 0360 6.6. 66661. 465 1066
1m MAmce
DATA
1
:1661.16
TA'
260 8110
'
2'
.TEEN
6.6..0663"
100 IF 440
266 6666 ''' '4'
66..6' 36.376' '6'6'. 200 G. 64.1 19.0.6114. THEN Want RE
310 OATA144, 6,210, 16, 76, 31,6.'66' 210 IF 67.1.611369
66666. TRYN 50, REM F7 KEY
77.141, 11,2011,16R. 21,141, 24,208
EXIT
370 DATA166161,141. 0.221. 96.169, 59.1 „. TO
4,
4,
44
,
4
41. 17.208.169, 8.141, 24.208.169
DATA140,200.238,162. 22.169.224.133.
252.160. 0.132,251,52.145.252.200
340 ORTA208.251.230,22.202,209.246, 96.
350 BATA 2, 32,251,134, 92.172,196.128
4,,,4

2"i91.7.1
44.4 '""1""ER"'
"

5.

10.75252023 16,246,145,251,200,1.
970 DATA212,144,249, 96, 32,156,167,224,
160 DATA169,199, 56,229, 7,121, 2,201,20
3E0 ri
DiTa '
,191F!Aill.,h5N1101.
35551.1 .81/15139„....
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